Adventure Knitting 2
Choose between 6 different shapes
and 24 different stitch pattern options!
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Adventure Knitting

The Mysterious Trunk
Are you ready to open up The Mysterious Trunk? For this knitting adventure,
you’ll not only discover pages full of patterns, but also items which can help you
choose your knit elements at random... or which can help the spirits guide your
choices! For all items, you’ll knit flat, increase and decrease for shaping; the
different stitch patterns may involve twisted stitches, lace, textures, slip-stitch
designs, optional simple colorwork - they range in difficulty level, and since there
are 24 to choose from, you can easily skip any that don’t appeal to you.
The 24 stitch patterns are both
written and charted, and the 6
shape patterns (divided into 3
sections) are written out, with
some symbols used as a visual
reference.
Choose each element of your
knitting adventure, picking the
shape/item and patterns you like
best, or choosing randomly by
using fortune telling items printed
out from the website - a symbol-filled board, a fortune teller (which you can
customize with your favorite pattern options), a deck of divination cards, and a
numerology sheet. All of your choices will result in different designs, along with
your pick of yarn(s), size, etc. All the choices are yours to make!
To download the fortune telling items, and to see more photos of the
samples, go to the Adventure Knitting 2 page on leethalknits.com. To see lots
of different finished adventure knit items by other knitters, head to the Adventure
Knitting 2: The Mysterious Trunk page on ravelry.com. Also head to
leethalknits.com to find technique photo tutorials and tons of other knitting
patterns by Lee Meredith,
including more Adventure
Knitting!
Adventure Knitting 2: The
Mysterious Trunk is copyright
Lee Meredith 2014 - for
personal use only, no reprinting/
redistributing - thanks! Visit the
leethalknits.com faq page or
the leethal ravelry group if you
have questions or need help.
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You arrive at your aunt's house on a pleasant, breezy day in August, bags packed with a
couple weeks’ worth of clothes and books. She has invited you to housesit while she's on
vacation, since she knows you've always loved her cats. As you walk up to the front door,
you realize what that nagging has been in the back of your head throughout the five hour
journey - you forgot your knitting! And you'd been so looking forward to spending these
weeks in a cooler region, so much nicer knitting here than where you've been for the first
month of summer! You curse your forgetfulness and cross your fingers, hoping there's a
good local yarn shop nearby, as you knock on the door.
After saying hello and going through the housesitting checklist, you casually ask about
the LYS situation. She says she thinks there is a small shop downtown, not far from here
(huge sigh of relief!), but you've reminded her of something. When she was tidying up the
attic a few weeks ago, she came across a trunk that had belonged to her aunt, your great
aunt, and had ended up with her several years back - she'd always meant to sort through it
but it had gotten hidden behind some boxes and forgotten over the years. She'd popped it
open, and seen a bunch of yarn and some hand-knit items. Since you'd be here housesitting
in a couple weeks, she'd decided to leave it there for you to have first dibs on anything that
interested you, since you're the only big knitter in the family.
"So you might want to take a look at that trunk first, before hitting the yarn store, just
in case there's any useable yarn in there."
You think, cool, I might save a few bucks. You never met that great aunt; you might
remember her name coming up in some of your dad's stories, but you're not sure.
So once you've gotten settled in, played with the cats a bit, and your aunt has left on her
trip, you pull down the attic ladder and head up. A big, old steamer trunk sits near the
window, filled with wooly mystery. You hope for something awesome as you unfasten the
metal clasp...
Gasp.
There is indeed a nice collection of yarn right there on top,
plenty to get you through this stay. And you notice a lacy
hand knit shawl.
But, there's more!
Once you start digging, you find a stack of notebooks, filled with
notes, symbols, and sketches. Flipping through the first one, you realize these
are knitting patterns. Short stitch patterns, handwritten out, page after page. There are
sketches of object shapes, with symbols representing increase and decrease lines, you
figure. Your great aunt seems to have been a designer!
Some of these stitch patterns look interesting... You'd planned to just find a new pattern
on ravelry to knit with this yarn, but hey, wouldn't it be cool to try out some of these? The
abbreviations all look familiar enough; you can decipher these notebooks, you feel
confident enough about your pattern following skills.
You set the pile of notebooks aside, next to a few balls of wool, and keep on digging,
opening up some compartments of the trunk to see
what else your distant relative was into.
One compartment holds another notebook and some
loose papers with sketches and writing on them... a
hand, what looks like a cup of tea leaves, more
symbols... you open up another compartment.
Whoa.
Not only was she a designer, it seems that the
owner of this trunk was also a fortune teller.
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You see an old Ouija board, but what catches your
attention more than that is what looks to be a homemade
version of a Ouija board, drawn on paper and pasted
onto a piece of cardboard. Instead of numbers and
letters are shapes and symbols - 6 shapes, 24 symbols,
some of which look familiar; maybe you’ve seen them
with horoscopes. You’ll want to spend some time
studying all of this, figuring out what it all means.

A B C D E
After investigating everything else in the trunk,
you’ve deciphered the homemade board. Some of
those symbols did indeed have an astrological
connection; the 24 symbols are each some kind of
astronomical symbol, for a planet or constellation, or
some other kind of celestial object or astronomy-related
concept. You find an old almanac in the trunk which is
probably where your great aunt found the symbols.
And then there are the shapes - those seem to match
up with the shapes of the knit objects you find, and
with sketches next to patterns in some of the notebooks.
Maybe she had a hard time deciding what to knit, so she
made herself this board to let the spirits help her choose.

The fortune
telling stuff
Go to the Adventure
Knitting 2 page on
leethalknits.com to
download each of the
printable fortune telling
items! There’s one
supplementary pdf with
everything to accompany
this book together in one
file (in addition to the
fortune telling items,
there are some pages
with extra info/help in
case you want/need it).
There are separate pdfs
as well, in case you want
just the divination cards
only, for example.

If you are overwhelmed by newly discovered
knitting options, maybe you could do the same!

Print out any of the items
you want now, or print
them when you read
about them in the story.
There are: the board (story above), fortune teller (story on page 22),
divination cards (page 26), and numerology sheet (page 29). Use a
different item for each section, to pick stitch patterns randomly, or
use one item throughout, or use them in any way you want!

Or, you may choose to use the cards given on the back cover of this book.

The cards on the back cover
The same set of cards that are available for you to download and print out
are also given on the back of this book - the numbers/names/symbols on each
of the 12 two-sided cards represent the 24 different stitch patterns.
You can photocopy the cover, then cut them into cards; or, if you own a Ouija
board planchette (the thing you hold over it to find messages), you could use the
back cover like a Ouija board. Or, toss a small object over it and see where it
lands; a method that works well is dropping a loop of yarn - choose the pattern
name/picture that the loop is circling, or where the yarn tail is pointing.

Pick your shape
Let the spirits choose your shape with the board, or read the descriptions
and then make your own informed decision. Either way, read your chosen
shape’s info, and the yarn notes, then pick your yarn(s) and get ready to cast on!
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Shapes
The first four shapes are approximately the same difficulty level as each other
- the polygon and crescent shapes are higher difficulty levels
because there is more to keep track of; you’ll need to read
your knitting and remember more steps for those two shapes.

! Rectangle
A rectangle can
be made in pretty
much any size and
dimensions, from a
small square
dishcloth, to a giant
blanket, to a narrow,
long scarf shape.
You can even make
two rectangles sized
appropriately for
your body, seam
them together when
you’re done, and
make a boxy sleeveless top! (Details
are included for that project.) Use
worsted weight cotton to make up
some basic dishcloths if you want to
get the hang of the patterns before
making something larger or more
complex. For a warm weather, loose
boxy top, use a lightweight linen or
cotton blend yarn.

@ Tr i a n g l e
This basic shape is the easiest of
them all, slightly simpler to make than
the rectangle and strips. It can be
made any size - so a small triangle
can make a kerchief for your head
(pictured above), a larger one can be
a neck accessory, and a very large
triangle will make a nice shawl. For a
small (kerchief) piece, a weight lighter
than worsted is recommended (sock
yarn works great for a kerchief).

# Strip

or loop

Make a long strip to be a scarf, or
a loop to be either a short/fitted cowl
(above) or a long infinity scarf style
cowl. The strip and loop are the
same pattern - the loop is just sewn
together when you’re done knitting.

$ Bent

strip

This sort-of-L shape makes a
great scarf, the bend helping it to
stay wrapped around your neck
nicely. It can be made long and
narrow, or extra wide to be more
like a wrap/shawl type of piece.

% Polygon
Meant to be made quite large, this
is a very deep (or tall), symmetrical
shawl/wrap type of item. Any yarn
weight will work, though
because of its large size either
using a heavy weight (worsted or
heavier) or working at a loose gauge
in a lighter weight is recommended,
both to go more quickly, and to make
for a drapey shawl.

^ Crescent
A long,
asymmetrical shape,
this can be made as a
big shawl/wrap, or it will work smaller
as a shawlette type thing. Any size
can be made in any weight yarn.
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Make scarves, cowls, shawls, wraps, kerchiefs,
tops, dishcloths, blankets and more!
Choose stitch patterns at random, using this back cover and/or several other options.

